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Abstract
The growing number of connected embedded systems has enabled the so-called IoT (Internet of Things), nowadays present in numerous scenarios of our daily life: from mobile
phones to televisions, from wearable devices to surveillance systems, from medical devices
to transport and industrial control systems. Since IoT devices often exercise control of critical infrastructures, they naturally become the target of cyber-attacks, which undermine
to take possession not only of the data exchanged by them, but also of their control functionalities, breaking into possible software vulnerabilities present within the executed code.
The goal could be gaining complete access to the device, but also altering its behavior by
injecting malicious code or making it unusable.
Applications executed on embedded systems are generally written in C and C++ languages, which provide high performance, but could also introduce bugs and flaws that
can be exploited to corrupt memory, since memory management is entirely entrusted to
the programmer. Secure programming rules should be followed when writing C and C++
code, to avoid common problems such as pointer ambiguity, memory leakage and buffer
overflow. By exploiting these coding errors, an attacker can override the contents of a
memory location, whether they are local variables, data structures or return addresses of
a function, to change the instructions execution flow. This is one of the basic principles of
an advanced exploit paradigm, called Code-Reuse Attack (CRA).
CRA are implemented through attack techniques like Return-Oriented Programming
(ROP) or Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP), that harness the execution of malicious actions by reorganizing snippets of few machine instructions (called gadgets) already present
in memory. In the common threat model, the attacker, through memory corruption, is
able to force the execution of the code to be hijacked towards a chain of these gadgets,
which in its entirety produces the execution of a malware.
Control-flow Integrity (CFI) solutions proof that it is possible to mitigate the effects
of these attacks by adopting protection mechanisms that safeguard the integrity of the
execution flow. Through the computation of the Control-Flow Graph (CFG), it is possible
to determine the set of valid destinations for all machine code instructions involving a
control-flow transfer (such as branches, calls and returns).
The aim of this thesis is to provide an automatic tool capable of extracting the CFG and
instrumenting the binary code of the program in such a way that it is resilient to memory
corruption problem. The tool is responsible of the offline part of a hybrid CFI technique
for protecting embedded systems, which involves the presence of a reconfigurable hardware
in the chip. The technique also provides a careful edge classification, that helps to narrow
control-flow transfers needing protection. In this way, the instrumentation overhead in
1

terms of code memory occupation and execution time is minimized.
A Python script is developed to accomplish this expectation, with the support of r2pipe
module that handle the interaction with the reverse-engineering framework Radare2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Technological advances have contributed to the production and dissemination of modern
“smart objects”, completely changing the aspect of the world. The impressive number of
connected devices, constituting the so-called Internet-of-Things (IoT), grows to accomplish
the relentless demand to bring the objects of our everyday experience into the digital
world, to optimize the services from which people already benefit. The profits offered in
terms of productivity make embedded systems increasingly essential. For this reason, their
proliferation is employed in an enormous range of applications, such as phones, wearable
devices, surveillance cameras, medical devices and industrial control systems.
To provide significant performance in terms of execution speed, simplicity and low
power consumption, many of these applications are executed on low-cost devices, so-called
bare-metal systems. The essential characteristic is the absence of a middleware abstraction
layer, like the operating system, as the instructions are executed directly on the underlying hardware. The criticality of security in these setups arises from the fact that, by
default, they do not provide any native defence mechanism, exposing to obvious risks critical functionalities, communications and sensitive data. In most cases, embedded systems
face technical challenges that make it even more difficult to implement solutions that are
robust, safe and lightweight at the same time against any cyber threat.
Furthermore, most of the daily used devices are connected to the Internet, and this
increases their exposure to cyber-attacks. The abundant hardware and software vulnerabilities present, united with weak defensive lines often adopted, make these machines an
attractive target. The comprehension of the impact of cyber threats to this category of
devices is crucial: injecting malicious code into the firmware or hijacking its control-flow
can affect the device’s performance, radically alter its behaviour, reduce battery life, steal
data, render it inoperable, or even involve it in a botnet.
In [1], researchers dealt with the protection of bare-metal machines, analyzing the basic
architecture and how the lack of adequate safety mechanisms can endanger the entire device
(Figure 1.1). The achievement of strategies that focus on the security pillars, summarized
in the CIA paradigm (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability), must consider hardware limitations, mainly related to:
• limited memory size and reduced computation capabilities;
• lack of support for task isolation;
5
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• inapplicability of most solutions to ARM-based architecture;
• lack of operating system intervention;
Moreover, many hardware security features frequently remain unused or easily bypassed
and, in general, are not enough to guarantee complete system security. Even data and
code section must be protected against possible memory corruption-based attack to prevent
system alteration with dramatic changes.

Figure 1.1: The basic architecture of bare-metal systems [1].
The exploited vulnerabilities have contributed to developing many defence techniques,
among which the Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) solutions stand out [2]. The basic idea
of such protection mechanisms is to have an online monitor, e.g., a piece of hardware or
software, that is able to ensure the integrity of the program flow, and the fact that the
application only follows predefined paths, without the possibility of redirecting it through
malicious sections of the code. In order to do this, the Control-Flow Graph (CFG) [3]
of the program must be extracted from the code before runtime, to correctly instruct the
monitor about allowed and not allowed branches. The monitor could be the program itself,
e.g., through the insertion of additional instructions to verify branches [4], or a dedicate
hardware unit that computes the necessary checks.
This thesis aims to provide an automatic Python tool to extract the CFG and implement
protections at binary level for ARM-based architecture. Chapter 2 analyses significant
threats present at the software level and mitigations that have been studied. Chapter
3 provides state of the art relevant to Control-Flow Integrity, identifying software and
hardware techniques and offering an overview of binary instrumentation tools. Chapter 4
6
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discusses a hybrid CFI-solution for protecting embedded systems, of which the Python tool
is a significant part. Chapter 5 explains the organisation and the implementation strategy
of the developed tool. Chapter 6 illustrates the tool performances and the obtained results.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the work and offers suggestions for future improvements.
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Chapter 2

Background
The present Chapter aims to analyze the most common embedded software vulnerabilities,
entry points to perform memory corruption attacks. The provided technical background
concepts are essential to examine control-flow hijacking attacks and investigated countermeasures.

2.1

Embedded Software Security

Most of the embedded software applications are developed using memory-unsafe languages,
such as C and C++. These languages offers high performance possibilities, but at the same
time, they leave to programmers the responsibility of directly managing the memory. This
opens the door to a wide plethora of unintentional errors that can be exploited to corrupt
memory: it is statistically impossible to write a completely bug-free program. However,
vulnerabilities are too often the result of hasty or wrong programming procedures, that
leave critical infrastructures exposed. These issues are often due, for instance, to the
adoption of insecure encoding practices, e.g., the usage of a code library that contains
vulnerabilities, or handles memory pointers improperly.
The leading cause of misconceptions is a result of inadequate memory management by
code writers. With pointer usage, the programmer is granted unrestricted memory access,
and assumes the responsibility to ensure the execution of secure operations.
Major issues that can be encountered with this type of approach are:
• Memory leakage [5]: it refers to dynamic memory allocation without any release,
with consequently heap’s saturation.
• Use-after-free [6], also known as dangling pointer: it concerns handling a pointer
that terminates his lifecycle and could store a memory address employed by another
program.
The exploitation of these memory corruption vulnerabilities, in best cases, bring to
program crashes; otherwise, in worst cases, attackers get to have unbounded memory
availability and to jeopardize the entire system, altering his native behaviour.
If the application code is somehow leaked (e.g., for insecure storing and transmission
policies, for employ of known and old modules, or for reverse engineering), attackers can
9
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scan every single part of the code to identify weak points to attack. They can often find
authentication processes that can be defeated or bypassed, allowing them to control the
device during a cyber attack. They also seek for entry point to launch buffer-overflow
attacks [7] and other denial-of-service attacks against the device. Analysis of firmware
images frequently reveals symbol tables and text strings, which can be used to reverseengineer functionalities and identify weak points. In some cases, password hashes and
security keys can be leaked.
Two separate issues must be treated with solid security. First, security vulnerabilities
introduced during the design and development phases must be found and addressed. This
range from insecure string management practices, like using sprintf() for copying strings
instead of more secure variants like snprintf(), to hidden backdoors and encryption keys
stored in plaintext.
Second, system security features should be included in the initial system design stage.
Adoption of strong authentication, secure boot, hardware-based secure key storage, encrypted communication, and secure firmware updates are necessary security items for all
devices. Otherwise, embedded software development is forced to an effortless design, because the resources available to the target device limit the ability to use higher-level programming languages, both for used memory and execution time.
Replacing these unsafe programming languages with others more reliable cannot be
considered the only strategy. It would mean re-writing many lines of code and training
hard the entire audience of embedded software developers. This states the necessity to
apply new defence mechanisms to mitigate the effect of these kinds of attacks, such as
memory protection, Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [8], stack canaries [9]
and Control-Flow Integrity, whose details are treated in Section 2.5.

2.2

Buffer Overflow

Attacks based on buffer overflow vulnerabilities [7] represent a major threat in a security
system. Lack of input validation in the developed code with programming languages considered as “memory unsafe” can be exploited as a weapon to achieve the highest privileges
and subvert program functionality to control the host entirely.
To plan code attack, it is sufficient to provide a sequence of input characters that
overcomes boundaries of the destination buffer. The insertion of more data than the buffer
can handle overruns the content of adjacent memory addresses, corrupting or overwriting
the data held in that space [10].
An example of a famous buffer overflow vulnerability is the HeartBleed bug [11], found
in OpenSSL: here, the insertion of malformed inputs allows to read more data than should
be permissible. The presence of this fault compromises the secret keys used, the names
and passwords of users and their data.
Typically, the program’s control flow can be altered by performing two alternative
strategies: Code-Injection Attack or Code-Reuse Attack (CRA).

10
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2.3

Code Injection Attacks

Memory corruption vulnerabilities are not just exploited to read memory content and overwrite it, working on the target application’s weaknesses. Thus, the adversary can leverage
a buffer overflow vulnerability to change the stack’s return address, function pointer, local
variables, and heap content. The lack of data input validation allows the attacker, during
the execution, to provide more data than the stack can contain. If the program function
does not notify the error, the values are saved the same but overwrite and corrupt the
stack (stack smashing [12]). Stack smashing is performed by the attacker to introduce and
execute malicious payloads into a vulnerable computer program.
This type of attack is called Code Injection (Figure 2.1) and generally involves two
challenges:
1. find a way to inject the malicious payload into the memory;
2. force the Program Counter (PC) or Instruction Pointer (IP) to point to the injected
code.

Figure 2.1: Code injection attack.
The first step is to discover an entry point in the application. The main goal is to take
control of the computer system to perform any action with a sufficient level of privileges.
This ability, known as Arbitrary Code Execution (ACE) aims to open up, for example,
a command shell out of the program by introducing in memory the machine code corresponding to system("/bin/sh"). Once a terminal is available, every command can be
launched, i.e., to steal information, disable or modify functionalities.
For the attack to be launched, the program flow must be diverted to the malicious
11
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payload, compromising the PC’s value. It is known that most common computer architecture keep the return address of a function at the top of the stack, to be restored at RET
time. Above that, the local variables are stored, and among these, an input buffer could
be present, or any other memory space filled with an input content. Therefore, by overrunning a memory buffer onto the stack, the attacker overwrites the saved return address
in the stack to alter the contents of the saved PC, making it to point at the beginning of
the payload. In this way, at return time, the execution is redirected to the point where the
malware was inserted (Figure 2.1).

2.3.1

Memory Protection

To face the abovementioned threats, a mechanism to protect memory access must be
introduced. The most widespread security policy is known as Data Execution Prevention
(DEP) [13] or Write XOR Execute [14]. The basic idea is to mark loaded pages into the
heap, stack or in other memory segments as writable (W) or executable (E), but not at the
same time, making injected payload “non-executable”. This policy can be applied with the
employment of Memory Protection Unit (MPU) [15], that automatically process memory
access requests checking, for each segment, the admission rights and, in case of violation,
triggers a protection or permission fault.
However, W XOR X policies do not fully solve problems related to memory corruption:
such defenses are in fact limited to preventing a code-injection attack. Contol-flow redirection is still possible if the adversary wants to execute code already present in memory,
as in the case of a code-reuse attack.

2.4

Code-Reuse Attack (CRA)

After the introduction of memory-protection-based defenses, attackers found an efficient
way to hijack the program control flow, instead of injecting new instructions in memory.
In this way, no attack attempt is detected by common non-executable-page policies. The
strategy of inserting external code is preempted by an approach that tends to reorganize
the existing code to perform arbitrary calculations.
This advanced exploit paradigm is referred to as Code-Reuse Attack (CRA), and consists
of identifying small fragments of code, called gadgets, that end with a transfer instruction
of the control flow (such as jump, call or return instructions). The memory is not filled with
code, but with a long sequence of addresses, each pointing to the beginning of a gadget.
Mechanism of CRAs is summarized in Figure 2.2.
Also in this case, the starting point is a software-level vulnerability that allows overwriting the return address of the weak function so that after its execution, the PC content is
corrupted to point to the first gadget in the chain to begin the attack. In selecting gadgets,
the attacker has access to the code in the program’s address space, and more important, in
the functions’ libraries linked to the application. In fact, these are common to all systems,
so they constitute a huge amount of gadget source for the attacker. In other cases, the
attacker could even exploit entire functions in such libraries.
This is the concept behind return-to-libc [16] exploits, that make use of buffer overflow
vulnerability to redirect control flow to the C Standard Library’s (libc) sensitive functions.
12
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Figure 2.2: Code reuse attack.
In this way, a call function is simulated, having as parameters data inserted into the stack
and controlled by the attacker.
The idea about the reorganization of code already presents in the memory segment
allows generalizing the variant of this new paradigm of attack that achieves the maximum
expression in Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [17] [18]. Subsequently, the attack
scheme extends connecting gadgets with specific features. Thus, concepts such as JumpOriented Programming (JOP) [17], Call-Oriented Programming (COP) [19], CounterfeitObject-Oriented Programming (COOP) [20] and others [21] [22] have been introduced.

2.4.1

Return-Oriented Programming (ROP)

The most advanced and traditional version of CRAs is the Retun-Oriented Programming
(ROP) [23], that aims to overrun the return address of the running program by corrupting
the stack content (Figure 2.3).
ROP combines gadgets which are often limited to a couple of statements that end
with return instruction (RET), to lead the program to achieve more complex executions.
Each piece of code will perform a specific task, e.g., such as read/write operation from/to
memory, arithmetic logic procedures between registers.
By reorganizing the gadget’s chain, it is possible to completely change the task to
accomplish, enabling the attacker, without any privilege, to read or write memory content,
stealing information or destroying the system. To launch the attack, the adversary must
first inspect the application and carefully select the ROP gadgets to use, storing the “fake”
return addresses onto the stack. Then, he overwrites the return address with the first
gadget’s address to divert the original stream as soon as the function extracts with a POP
instruction the value from the top of the stack.
The addresses of chosen gadgets must be arranged into the stack so that, when the RET
instruction is performed, the first gadget’s return address is used to corrupt the PC content,
13
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and so will switch the control to the next gadget in the chain, and so forth for the others
in the sequence (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.3: Stack corruption with fake return addresses [24].

Figure 2.4: Example of Return-Oriented Programming attack [24].

14
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2.4.2

Variants of ROP

As already mentioned, ROP is not the only method to manipulate the control-flow of an
existing binary code. Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [17] is the most popular ROPderived attack, which activates the execution of a given function through a sequence of
indirect jump instructions. While in ROP each gadget ends with the RET instruction, in
JOP each functional gadget ends with an unconditional JMP instruction. The addresses
allowed in the normal execution of a program are collected in a dispatch table located in
any memory section containing a vulnerability. The final JMP or POP reg instruction of
the gadget is redirected to dispatcher gadget, that passes the control to the next gadget in
the table to achieve a negative effect. After the jump, the procedure continues so that the
functional gadget moves the control back to the dispatcher gadget to establish the next
one to call by updating the PC [17].
Among other techniques of ROP variants, we have to cite Call-Oriented Programming
(COP) [19], that involves indirect calls and Function-Oriented Programming (FOP) [21],
that relies on gadgets built on the existing C functions. More in general, each instruction
that involves the PC register, processing as a result of any operation, represents the starting
point of altering the original program stream.

2.5

Mitigation and Countermeasures

The fight against memory corruption bugs is a great challenge. After having listed the
main threats that could alter the firmware’s behaviour and allow the attacker to gain
control of the system, possible countermeasures are examinated in this Section, highlighting
advantages and disadvantages of each in costs and performance.

2.5.1

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) is a procedure based on the randomization
of address space. This involves that the base address of an executable, the location of
heap, stack and code in a process address space, are randomly replaced in memory each
time the process is created [8]. The hacker might guess or conduct a brute-force attack on
critical memory addresses.
Depending on the space size and the entropy level, the difficulty level for the attacker
may increase consistently. However, like stack execution prevention checks, this technique
does not grant perfect security: if addresses are stored on a low number of bits, ASLR can
be bypassed with brute-force attacks, repeating different addresses until success.

2.5.2

Stack Canaries

This method involves generating an arbitrary secret number pushed into the stack under
the return address at each function call. Consequently, this ensures defence only for stack
memory vulnerabilities. Before each function return, the canary value is checked against the
original value. If no alteration is detected, program execution normally resumes, otherwise
it ends immediately [9].

15
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Stack canaries seem an efficient mechanism to mitigate any stack smashing. However,
two techniques can demonstrate how to bypass them:
• Stack Canary leaking: if an attacker can read the content of the canary stack,
this value can be used while filling the stack with corrupted values, so no alarm is
generated;
• Brute-force attack: the canary value is determined when the program starts for
the first time. If the program forks, it maintains identical values in child processes,
and the attacker uses this to replicate the brute-force attack on all child processes.

2.5.3

Control-Flow Integrity (CFI)

The enforcement of Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) security feature has been proposed by
Abadi et al. [2], and it is the most powerful solution against control-flow hijacking attacks,
but also very expensive and difficult to implement.
First, the program flow is extracted through the generation of Control Flow Graph
(CFG) [3], then different strategies are provided to encourage the program to follow it
or eventually detect any violation. The CFG obtains the representation of all possible
paths that could be covered by the code, in which two essential elements are distinguished:
vertices also called basic blocks that are sets of statements, and edges that links two or
more basic blocks by control-flow transfers instruction, such as jumps, calls, returns.
Once defined how execution crosses over the code, software or hardware techniques will
be used to verify the legal flow by comparing the final target address of control-flow transfer
instruction with the licit ones present in the CFG.
After CFI’s digression offered in Chapter 3, the discussion will focus on a hybrid CFI
solution for preserving embedded systems, with the implementation of binary instrumentation process and the monitoring through a reconfigurable hardware.
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Chapter 3

Control-Flow Integrity: State
of the Art
Procedures adopted to safeguard CFI enables to verify that program execution complies
with the CFG generated before runtime. In the present Chapter, some known CFI implementations, both hardware-based and software-based, are introduced. Moreover, the
Chapter gives a brief introduction to the principal binary instrumentation tools.

3.1

Software-based Solutions

The effectiveness of software-based CFI relies on two components:
1. the extraction of the information about the execution stream through the CFG generation;
2. the insertion of appropriate instructions at control-flow branches to verify the compliance with the CFG.
The objective is to compare the program’s actual behaviour to a precomputed model to detect any possible deviation. The purely-software CFI methods ensure the correct traversing
of possible contemplates paths extracted from CFG with code or binary instrumentation
enforcement. With the insertion of reliable information into CFG, it is possible to avoid
any corruption of the victim program’s execution flow.
The analysis and instrumentation of binary code can follow two alternatives: static [25]
or dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) [26] [27], whose dissimilarity resides in process
realisation. The static instrumentation (SBI) (Figure 3.1) modifies the binary project
permanently before its execution, applying alteration directly on the file stored in memory,
while in the dynamic process, the program is monitored during the execution step without
the insertion of any instruction into executable, by analysing one instruction at the time
via an iterative algorithm and adding the instrumented instruction on-the-fly, as shown in
Figure 3.2.
The main advantage of DBI is that it avoids the code relocation problem. Moreover, the
use of a more straightforward approach prevents errors related to disassembly generation
17
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or binary rewriting. However, runtime analysis requires more execution time, and it is
more resource-consuming than the SBI [28]. In both cases, four steps are distinguished
[29]:
1. Parsing: the key objective is to make the content readable and extract information
about the data and code section by generating disassembly code in the static method
or monitoring the stream one instruction at a time in the dynamic one. This step also
collects details about data structures and code reorganisation, emphasising symbols,
labels, and variables;
2. Analysis: once retrieved the program structure, this action enables to locate instruction, variables, function and data that can be employed to reconstruct CFG;
3. Transformation: the core task is to find vulnerable points, i.e., control-flow transfer
instruction, and it proceeds with the relative binary instrumentation;
4. Code generation: it generates the final protected executable file.

Figure 3.1: Static binary instrumentation approach.
Code instrumentation enriches CFG with necessary metadata to protect critical instruction exploited by attackers to perform ROP or JOP attacks. The basic scheme [4] identifies
each indirect call with a pair of unique IDs to identify the branch starting location (the
source) and the destination of it (target). The correctness of execution depends on the
runtime comparison and the verification of these IDs, essential to ensure the integrity. If
there is a matching between the ID stored before the source branch and the ID inserted in
correspondence to the instruction of jump target destination, it means the followed stream
18
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Figure 3.2: Dynamic binary instrumentation approach.
is legal and compliant with what is described by CFG; otherwise, it has been tampered
with by a potential attack.
The foremost disadvantage is that the CFI software approach often appends a large
amount of code and data structure that penalise execution time and memory occupation,
representing a problem for systems with restricted resources. Control-Flow Locking (CFL)
[30] is an alternative to the classical implementation of binary instrumentation to reduce
defects due to performance overhead. It protects indirect JMP, RET or CALL instructions by
accessing in mutual exclusion, without managing synchronisation primitives. The arbitrary
lock ensures exclusive access to that section until the correspondent unlock value releases
it.
The consecutive access to an occupied section triggers a system violation and suspends
the execution. The final destination contains the corresponding value for unlock, that
allows identifying direct or indirect returns from a function call and, before passing the
control to the next instruction, must reinitialise starting value in such a way that it is
feasible to “lock” the critical section without notifying false mistakes.
Others propose solutions like CFIMon [31], relying on Intel architecture features, and
MoCFI [32], though for ARM architectures instead, which require the operating system’s
mediation. For this reason, it does not apply to bare-metal systems. The code instrumentation is reached through an external process that interacts with memory and other
registers.

3.1.1

Binary Instrumentation Tools

Based on advantages and disadvantages of instrumentation techniques, tools have been
developed to analyze the binary, detect changes in the flow and identify memory access,
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following the static or dynamic approach.
Among the most popular, it is undoubtedly Pin [33], a tool by Intel that monitors the
user application’s behaviour while it is running. The binary instrumentation framework
is available for Windows and Linux, but only on Intel platforms, making it unsuitable for
ARM-based embedded systems. Pin provides APIs, called Pintools written in C/C++, to
create its analysis tool. The provided APIs identify two types of events:
• instrumentation routines, that define where to insert the instrumentation;
• analysis routines, that describe the action to be taken when activating it.
There are two implementation modes:
• JIT : it creates a copy of the application and edits Just in time (JIT), thus never
executing the original code;
• Probe: it directly modifies the original by inserting instrumentation instructions,
granting better performance but being more limited.
Pin allows us to run the program, intercept control transfer points, add instructions to
the code via APIs, put the instrumented track in the code cache and then run it.
An example of a static instrumentation toolkit is PEBIL [25], which operates on x86
platforms. The main objective is to create an efficient tool capable of optimizing the
instrumentation insertion times. The process is based on the addition of a jump instruction
at each critical point, which transfers control to the instrumented code. The basic principle
is to save the program status, perform the function to which jump, restore the status and
return the control to the caller.
Dynist [34] represents a middle way between the two possible approaches, since it can
instrument the code before executing it (static instrumentation) or during the execution
(dynamic instrumentation). This strategy is the most efficient of those proposed, as it
gathers the benefits of both methods. It provides APIs for binary analysis, rewriting and
runtime patching. Investigation of CFG, functions and control-flow transfer instructions
is done by static analysis, to reduce execution costs. If it needs to detect runtime cases
due to system events, such as creating a thread, or if the CFG is incomplete (e.g., due to
indirect jumps, calls), dynamic analysis is used to obtain greater precision.
For each basic block, edge, function and loop, it identifies the locations where to put
the security code, called instrumentation points, and instrumentation instructions, called
code snippets, that add information in the CFG. The dynamic phase identifies the accesses
in memory, decoding the operations and addresses that regulate the program flow. In this
step, it can solve the indirect jump instructions and protect the instrumentation points.

3.2

Hardware-based Solutions

Hardware-assisted CFI monitor overcomes performance losses introduced by routines at
the software level. Inspections about the validity of the traversed path face a technical
challenge to limit cost and ensure at the same time security principles.
The processor architecture must be revised to sustain CFI dedicated features necessary
to handle direct access to registers or monitor data flow on the bus, raising the cost for the
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hardware component’s addition. In contrast, the solution becomes much faster with the
running checks done in parallel, in a way that the novel module can interact directly with
the processor or pipeline intermediate stage.

3.2.1

Branch Target Encryption

The authors in [35] and [36] provides an adequate defence against ROP e JOP attacks
with a technique based on the encryption of the return address of called function and
the instruction of indirect jump destination, involving a key which is inaccessible to the
adversary. The support of an additional hardware component, inevitable for a fast and
transparent encryption procedure, does not imply the modification of Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). Indeed, it maintains high performance, applying a satisfactory compromise
between security and costs.
The operating principle consists of encrypting the return address of a function before
executing it and so before pushing it onto the stack. When the RET instruction is performed,
the address is extracted from the top of the stack, it is decrypted, and then the processor
jumps to the obtained address. If the destination has been tampered with, the decryption
output results in an illegal address, leading to exception and arresting the system.
In the case of indirect jumps, instead, a secret key will be used to encrypt critical
instructions that could be compromised to alter the program flow. During the load phase,
the jump destination instructions are encoded, and when they have to be executed at
runtime, they are decoded by using the corresponding secret key. Moreover, in that event,
if the result hijacks the original flow, the error is notified with the consequent execution
stops.
The module responsible for the encode protection is joined by the help of the Physical
Unclonable Function (PUF) [37] or the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [38] algorithm. Proposals based on random key generation with PUF are cost-effective, because
introduce fewer delay, but suffer from a cryptographic point of view, because the encode/decode procedure is implemented through a single XOR operation. Moreover, they are more
exposed to memory leakage, so the adversary could trace back the key with a careful analysis of plaintext and ciphertext. To partially solve the problem, it could be to useful update
periodically the involved key, making difficult the tracking key operation [36].
The version that uses the AES algorithm increases the delay in the achievement of the
process. However, it is undoubtedly the more secure, as it does not allow the attacker to
decrypt instruction if he does not possess the key.

3.2.2

Shadow Call Stack (SCS)

Shadow Call Stack [39] (SCS) enforcement guarantees system protection only against attacks that overwrite the return address stored onto the stack after call function. The idea
is to create an additional stack, called shadow stack, that is invisible to the programmer
in the user process, and is included in processor architecture, to create secure copies of
the return addresses. The double-stack structure is in fact synchronized, so that at every
function call, the return address is pushed onto the execution stack and then the exact
value is copied onto the secondary stack.
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Unlike what happens in the user process’s stack, the shadow stack only stores the
corresponding return addresses’ value, not to impact memory occupation. At return time,
the execution integrity is verified by comparing the two return addresses through a POP
operation from the top of both stacks to detect a possible violation. If they are inconsistent,
an exception is triggered, otherwise the execution proceeds normally [40] [41] [42].
The hardware support needed to realize a shadow stack may be intrusive, even if not
requiring any instruction set modification. The secondary stack must be in fact placed
somewhere away from the user program memory, otherwise the defense is pointless. Having
it directly inside the processor is the best option, but also the most expensive, as it requires
silicon modifications.

3.2.3

Basic Block Signature Verification

Another way to monitor CFI with low-power consumption has been demonstrated in [43] by
enforcing CFI with primary block signature verification. Here, CFG verification involves
the hash algorithm application, through a dedicate unit closely linked to the processor
[44], or interfaced directly with the processor pipeline [45]. The term basic block defines
a set of sequential statements that do not include any JMP instruction, except for the last
instruction that jumps to the adjacent block in the CFG.
Once encoded, each basic block is inserted as a new entry in a memory segment inaccessible to the user process, e.g., in a signature table [43] [46], mapped in the address space
of the target application. During the runtime step, the signature of the current basic block
is produced and compared with the stored one and also the next block in the sequence
must be checked to detect a mismatch for possible control flow alteration or to complete
the process.
The realization of the CFI-cache module [43] [47] bounded to both the memory bus
and the processor allows monitoring the execution stream and keeping track of basic block
information. A supplementary hardware unit follows the instruction flow and compares
the current target address with the pre-computed one and, if the signature violation is
recognized, the system raises the interrupt. Integrity checks are done in parallel with the
program execution, to optimize performance.

3.2.4

Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) Modification

According to CFG information, the extension of the original Instruction Set Architecture
(ISA) could be a valid alternative to enforce CFI policies. The additional instructions
handle the interaction with data structures, registers and labels involved in insecure controlflow transfer statements. The objective is to force, in a controlled way, the instruction flow
to explore the original path determined by CFG extraction.
In [48], the ISA modification allows protecting return from called function, leaving
exposed to vulnerability the control-flow transfer statements. The completeness is reached
in [49], that provides security features also to calls and indirect jumps, with the assistance
of PUSH and POP instruction, and those for comparing current label with the expected one.
The main drawback is related to runtime overhead and costs introduced by additional
instructions and used data structure stored in memory.
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Chapter 4

The Investigated Solution:
FPGA-based Control-Flow
Integrity
The present Chapter describes the approach proposed in “A FPGA-based Control-Flow Integrity Solution for Securing Bare-Metal Embedded Systems” [24], a paper of the last year
authored by Prof. Paolo Prinetto and his PhD team here in Politecnico di Torino. The
study provides details about a hybrid CFI technique that combines static binary instrumentation with the realization of CFI monitor implemented using a piece of reconfigurable
hardware connected to the processor. This research outlines the starting point for the
python tool development, discussed in Chapter 5.

4.1

Basic Definitions and Edge Classification

Before going into the details, it is essential to provide basic concepts in the context of
Control-flow Integrity. As already anticipated in the previous Chapters, the validity check
of program flow are based on the reconstruction of its structure with the use of two principal
elements:
• Basic block (BB): it defines a set of instructions performed sequentially, as they are
free of flow-transfer instruction, except for the last one that passes the control to a
subsequent basic block.
• Edge: it identifies a link between two basic blocks, expressed by a control-flow transfer instruction, through which the execution moves from a starting basic block, called
source, to the destination one, called target.
Combining these two obtains the maximum expression in the Control-flow Graph, representing the source code reorganization in blocks and edges. The instruction ending the
BB allows distinguishing the edge in:
• Forward edge: it binds source BB to the next one inside the same function or to
the first BB of another function;
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• Backward edge: it refers typically to function returns; it transfers the control from
the last BB of a function to the next BB that was in sequence after the one ended
with a CALL instruction.
Moreover, branch statements express target destinations with an encoded label, as in
the direct edge, or with a register content, as in the indirect edge.
During an attack, the goal of the attacker is to subvert the program flow, altering
the code pointer stored in memory or registers. This is possible by exploiting the target
addresses of indirect jumps. In ARM architectures, indirect jumps are identified as the
category of instructions that modifies the Program Counter (PC) content with a nonconstant operand, using a register to indicate the destination, or a value retrieved from
memory sections that are at risk of corruption (Table 4.1).
CFG extraction shows all possible paths starting from the examined binary’s entrypoint. However, it is possible to immediately locate flow deviation only related to direct or
unconditional branches. In presence of indirect edges, finding the destination address is a
non-trivial process. It is necessary to examine the operand involved in the edge instruction,
tracing back its history until its origin, and identify its final target.
The reconstruction of this so-called origin tree (Figure 4.1) consists of following back
all the instruction that contribute to form the branch operand, and that access to memory
or register values, which corruption alters the execution flow to unwanted address. In
embedded system executable, where no external library is linked at runtime, and the
code is all statically present in memory, the process of finding a finite number of possible
destination for each branch is always feasible [24], but the complexity changes with the
increasing number of instruction. The ultimate result will be a tree with a register involved
in branch instruction as root, and all memory accesses location, constant value or value
derived from external input as leaves. This event helps in building the register content,
and insert pieces of information to CFG to assign at each edge all reachable destinations,
protecting its integrity.
The initial assumption states that, in bare-metal systems, the Flash memory stores the
binary file permanently, excluding the opportunity of any modification during the running
phase. So, the code memory can be assumed as incorruptible.

Figure 4.1: ARM code segment and origin tree of the register involved in the indirect jump
[24].
A further division between secure and insecure edge allows overcoming design restriction, by applying binary instrumentation only to branches that are at actual risk of hijacking. An edge is insecure if its branch operand, i.e., the final address value, is the
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Assembler syntax

Instruction

Description

BL label

Branch with link

Branch to label and store the next instruction address
into Link Register (LR). The instruction belongs to
the direct jumps category, but LR could be altered
inside the subroutine, causing an unpredictable
branch

BLX Rm

Branch with link and
exchange

Branch to address stored in Rm, set the address of
LR to the next instruction and change the instruction
set to ARM or Thumb state

BX Rm

Branch and exchange

Branch by copying the Rm address into the
program counter PC and exchange, if necessary,
the instruction set to ARM or Thumb mode,
determined by the last significant bit (LSB) of Rm

ADD PC, PC, Rm

Add without carry

Modify PC address adding it the Rm content and
the execution branches to the resulting address

MOV PC, Rm

Move content from
source (Rm) to
destination (PC)

Update PC address with the copy of the Rm content
and the execution branches to the new address

TBB [Rn, Rm]

Table branch byte

Branch that use a table of the single-byte offsets to
modify PC address. Rn identifies the pointer to the
table and Rm the index into the table

TBH [Rn, Rm]

Table branch halfword

The same of TBB instruction but use a table of
halfword offsets

Pop registers from
stack

Pop the address from the stack into PC, bringing
to jump. This is usually used to return from a
subroutine, where LR content is stored before
executing the called function and restored with
a copy into PC before return with one of these
instructions

POP PC
LDMIA sp!, reglist

Table 4.1: Critical jump instruction in ARM language [50].
combination of data coming from the vulnerable memory section, whose contents could be
modified through memory vulnerabilities. This implies that all the direct edges are secure,
since the address is determined a priori. Also, every indirect edge that depends on a value
“never leaving the code” (i.e., always stored in Flash memory or in processor registers,
with no transits in data memory) is secure as well.
The reconstruction of a register’s history as an argument of the branch instruction is
performed by static code analysis. When the program runs, the processor could receive
an interrupt request, triggering the execution of an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). This
event can happen everywhere in the code, and at any time, with no possibility of forecasting
it. Since it is impossible to know in advance if and when these routines are executed, it is
impossible to automatically include this information in the CFG.
Every time the processor must execute an ISR, it stores in memory the registers and
the current program context, to be restored as soon as the routine ends. Moreover, ISRs
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could contain a vulnerable buffer used to corrupt memory and launch an attack. As a
consequence, ISRs constitute a critical aspect to take into account [51]. First, the defence
mechanism must preserve program state and registers, saving the content at ISR entry
point. Second, the offline analyzer must scan the instructions of the ISR and protect
the critical jumps as in any other function. Finally, before returning the control to the
static code, the execution context must be perfectly restored. The inclusion of specific
instrumentation code before and after the ISR execution ensures that the outgoing program
state has remained consistent with the incoming one.

4.2

Protection Mechanism

Hardware techniques presented so far built their defensive lines directly on the underlying
architecture, with the request of changing the processor design and involving a significant
increase in production costs and system complexity. Instead, the presented mechanism
ensures the same security results, integrating the CFI monitor on reprogrammable hardware
(FPGA) closely connected to the processor. In other words, during the execution, the
FPGA act as a CFI monitor that inspects the firmware flow through specific additions
included in the firmware, and involving the CPU-FPGA interface (Figure 4.2).
The first step is to be done ahead of the execution, and it is about creating an instrumented binary version, which secures critical points in the code that, once compromised,
may alter the original flow. The instrumentation process includes single STORE instructions, aiming to communicate to the FPGA the current position inside the code. Given
an insecure edge, these instructions are inserted before the branch and before the first instruction of the destination site. All source-destination pairs are extracted from the CFG,
so they are part of the information that the FPGA has to know in advance. For this, pairs
are encoded into the programming bitstream of the FPGA, that is loaded in the device at
the same time of the CPU Flash programming. In other words, at programming time,
• the CPU is programmed with an instrumented version of the binary firmware, containing additional STORE information, needed to transmit information to the FPGA
at runtime;
• the FPGA is programmed with an architecture able to accept input from the CPU and
verify the compliance of such data with the CFG, whose information are embedded
inside the architecture itself.
At runtime, after the reset of the system, the CPU runs and without the need of
any further intervention, STORE instructions communicate sensitive position to the FPGA
monitor. The monitor detects violations in two main ways:
• when a non-valid destination label is received after a valid one, meaning that the
destination is not to be paired with the source;
• when no label is received after the reception of the source label; this means the flow
has been redirected to a non-instrumented site, which by definition is non-valid.
Whenever a violation is sensed, the FPGA uses a hard fault signal to stop the CPU
activity, or to perform a corrective action depending on preferences.
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Figure 4.2: The CPU-FPGA connection [24].
The implemented strategy includes the offline and the online phase. In the former,
static analysis of the code is performed, with relative binary file instrumentation to defend
its vulnerable edges. The fundamental premise is that it is always possible to establish the
target of direct or indirect edge and preserve the program context during the ISR management. To sustain this assumption, it occurs to find all of the possibly vulnerable location
and determine the destination associated with them. For each of these, the CPU sends to
FPGA a unique identifier (ID) of the BB, together with an operational code that identifies
the nature of the value and the action to be performed on the FPGA. Operational codes
are formed depending on the possible cases that may happen, i.e., on the basis of the edge
classification presented by the solution described in [24] (Table 4.2). The inserted STORE
instruction towards the FPGA has the aim of communicating two types of data:
1. a unique ID, equal to the the secure hash of the code location (or, if you want, of the
current basic block, ended with the control-flow transfer);
2. a register content, to be sent to FPGA at entry and exit points of ISRs (for program
context protection).
The found typologies are:
1. Forward insecure edge with a single target: the CPU emits the source BB ID before
branching and then sends the target BB ID at arrival;
2. Backward insecure edge with a single target: same as the previous;
3. Forward insecure edge with multiple targets: as in 1., but applying instrumentation
to all reachable destinations;
4. Backward insecure edge with multiple targets: as in 2., but applying instrumentation
to all reachable destinations;
5. Forward secure edge to a routine ending with a backward insecure edge with multiple
targets: the transfer action does not need protection, because the edge is secure, but
it is essential to ensure that the return address is not modified. This implies that the
CPU transmits to FPGA the BB’s ID to which the routine must come back;
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6. Forward insecure edge to a routine ending with a backward insecure edge with single
target: CPU sends the source BB’s ID before performing the transfer instruction, and
the target BB ID when the previous action is completed, in order to verify the calling
point identity and the legality of the destination;
7. Forward insecure edge to a routine ending with a backward insecure edge with multiple
targets: same as the previous, but instrumenting all possible return locations;
Instead, to preserve the program context, the code sites in which insert protection are:
• The entry point of ISR: before executing interrupt routines, it is essential to store the
register pushed automatically by an ARM processor (i.e., R0, R1, R2, R3, R12, LR, PC,
xPSR) in a dedicated stack into FPGA, by inserting as many STORE instructions as
there are registers. In addition, it follows the same procedure to save in the FPGA
the other registers pushed by the program (other than those pushed automatically);
• The exit point of ISR: after saving registers pushed by programs, before leaving the
ISR and switching the control to static code, it enters in reverse order as many STORE
instructions before the call.
As you may notice, no LOAD operation is performed from the FPGA, but just STOREs. This
is done to ensure maximum of security. The monitor inside the FPGA performs the checks
about the context internally, and interrupts the FPGA if a mismatch is found.
The code entered in the instrumentation procedure for both the edges and program
context protection is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.5.
After the instrumentation, the elements obtained will be (i) the instrumented firmware
and (ii) the table containing all the source-destination associations for each insecure edge.
In the last offline stage, a secure bootloader is responsible for loading the rewritten binary
version, storing into FPGA the jump table converted in a bitstream. The bootloader also
correctly sets the CPU-FPGA connection, depending on the interface, in such a way to
grant correct communication at runtime.

Figure 4.3: The workflow of protection mechanism [24].
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4.3

The FPGA-based CFI Monitor

In general, the protection mechanism inserts a STORE instruction before forward or backward insecure edges, and, once reached the final target, communicates again the position.
Internally, the FPGA design adopts three distinct data structures to handle different types
of transfer instructions (Figure 4.4):
• a Secure Edge Table to store all of the correlation between the starting label and
the arrival one;
• a Secure ID Stack used as stack for static function calls, to confirm the return to
the exact caller point;
• a Secure Register Stack to manage registers content before and after the ISRs
execution and defend the program state.
A central Control Unit processes the received sensitive information and distinguishes it
based on the opcode received. The procedure allows examining the collected data with
the expected one through a set of hardware comparators. In the presented technique,
the monitor combines the source and destination ID with a XOR operation, and uses the
obtained result to access the Secure Edge Table. To this location, it founds the details
about the specific edge, which uniquely identify it.
In the implementation presented in [24], the communication with the CPU allows the
transfer of:
• a 16-bit data passed on the bus;
• a 6-bit address that defines the opcode.
Table 4.2 shows the meaning of such opcodes.
Following 4.2, data received by FGPA can be of two types:
1. a unique ID that identifies the hash of a position in the code (13 bit);
2. a value representing half of the content of a 32-bit register (16 bit).
In the first case, the 3 top-most bits are left to 0. When received both source and target,
the monitor combines them through simple XOR, resulting in a new 13-bit value. This
value is used to address the internal Secure Edge Table, that is 8192-word large, with a
16-bit word for each entry. Entries are encoded as follows:
• the first 3 bits define the existence and identity of the edge within the CFG (Table
4.3);
• the following 13 bits report the source ID, to univocally get back to any information
about the branch (in fact, this value put in bitwise XOR with the combination, gives
back the target ID).
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Edge Typology

Opcode

Related Action

Backward insecure edge with single target,
Forward insecure edge with a single target,
Forward insecure edge with multiple targets,
Forward insecure edge to a routine ending
with a backward insecure edge with single
target

0x60000000

The received value is stored pending the arrival of the next one.
In the meantime, the timer is triggered.

Backward insecure edge with single target,
Backward insecure edge with multiple
targets,
Forward insecure edge with multiple targets,
Forward insecure edge with single target,
Forward insecure edge to a routine ending
with a backward insecure edge with single
targets,
Forward insecure edge to a routine ending
with a backward insecure edge with multiple
targets

0x60000002

The value is combined with that previously received at
0x60000000, 0x60000006 or 0x60000008. The result allows
access to the table containing all the edge information. When
FPGA has to check the caller, the data’s identity is verified
with the value on top of the Secure ID Stack. If the timer expires
before something is received, or the combination is not
recognized, or the top stack does not match, an exception is
triggered.

Forward secure edge to a routine ending with
a backward insecure with multiple targets

0x60000004

The value is pushed into the Secure ID Stack.

Backward insecure edge with multiple
targets

0x60000006

The value is stored pending the arrival of the next one. FPGA
checks the caller identity. In the meantime, the timer is activated.

Forward insecure edge to a routine ending
with a backward insecure edge with
multiple targets

0x60000008

The value is stored pending the arrival of the next one. In the
meantime, the timer is activated.

Entry point of ISR

0x6000000A

The value is relative to ISR management and so it is pushed into
the Secure Register Stack.

Exit point of ISR

0x6000000C

The data validity is compared and checked with the value on the
top of the Secure Register Stack. If they mismatch, an exception
is triggered.

Table 4.2: Opcode received by FPGA and related action to perform
Header

Meaning

000

No edge

100

Valid edge

Table 4.3: Header code used to define the edge existence.
Therefore, if a valid entry is found, the CPU execution is not interrupted and proceeds
normally. Otherwise, the monitor sends an interrupt signal to the CPU to stop the process.
Moreover, if the executed routine can be called at multiple points in the code and then
there are more insecure return points, the FPGA also saves the unique ID of the function’s
endpoint, which corresponds to the instruction immediately following that of the jump
that determines the call. Hence, when it has to go back after performing the function, the
monitor not only examines to return to one of the established return points, but checks to
return to the exact point that made the last call.
The jumps attestation is accompanied by a timer that limits the IDs’ waiting time. As
soon as it receives the source ID, it activates the timer. This is set exactly to the time
taken to perform the edge for that CPU architecture. If the target ID is not sent within the
time, it means that the attacker managed to divert the flow to another code block. In this
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case, the violation is notified with the activation of an interrupt. In order to have all of this
working, the program execution must not be suspended by any other hardware interrupt
between the sending of the source ID and the sending of the destination ID, i.e., during
the branch time. For this reason, the instrumentation code includes an interrupt disable
instruction, placed before performing these STORE operations in order to obtain exclusive
control to send the ID, jump to the destination and transmit the final ID. At destination,
the instrumentation code will end up with a specular instruction re-enabling interrupts.
Another security feature considered in FPGA design is the inability to access this private
resource in any way in the application. To accomplish this constraint, any reference to the
FPGA, such as addresses and control signals, is removed by the instrumentation tool if
found. The only authorised access is the one introduced by the STORE instructions added
by the tool. The abovementioned secure bootloader is the only actor able to configure
the FPGA before the integrity checks. Before ending its activity, the bootloader should
program the MPU to make the access to itself impossible.

Figure 4.4: CFI monitor schema used for protection [24].
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(a) Instrumentation for types 1), 2), 3), 6).

(b) Instrumentation for type 4).

(d) Instrumentation for type 7).

(c) Insturmentation for type 5).

Figure 4.5: Instrumentation code based on edge classification.
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Figure 4.6: Instrumentation code for ISRs.
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Chapter 5

Automatic Tool Features
The goal of the thesis is to provide an automatic tool to support the hybrid solution
presented so far. It mainly focuses on realising a Python script that deals with the binary
instrumentation process during the offline phase. The following Chapter presents the
implemented strategy stages, from the disassembly file analysis to instrumentation scheme,
the code organisation, the used data structures and the cooperation with the reverseengineering framework Radare2.

5.1

Adopted Strategies

The analysis of the procedures used for control-flow integrity shows that the effectiveness
of the protection mechanisms lies essentially in:
• the extraction of the CFG to establish the correct edges correlation;
• the insertion of the instrumentation code used to protect critical points checked at
runtime.
As explained before, the static analysis accuracy does not allow reconstruction of the
complete CFG. Mainly, it fails to trivially identify the destinations of indirect jumps, and
a more in depth analysis is required. Moreover, it should be taken into account that the
execution of ISRs cannot be foreseen by the CFG as a static code analysis generates this.
The objective of the implemented tool is not only to extract the manifest CFG from the
firmware, but to enrich it with the missing information to identify the target of all reachable
jumps, even indirect ones, and protect the program context during the ISRs, as explained
in [24]. The described features constitute the starting point of the script development,
focusing on realising part of the offline phase, and primarily dealing with the automatic
process of analysis and code instrumentation.
Before going into the details of the solution, it is necessary to point out that the considered instruction set is the ARM ISA, which is adopted the vast majority of IoT devices on
the market. The challenges faced to accomplish a secure solution applicable to any ARM
microcontroller are mainly related to:
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1. the presence of instructions that alter PC value through operations that involve dangerous registers, which content is composed of values coming from memory potentially
corrupted;
2. the lack of proper RET machine instructions: unlike x86 architecture, that ends the
execution of a function with a RET instruction, ARM routines terminate with branch
statements whose final destination depends on the link register (LR) value, like BX LR,
or from the return address loaded from the top of the stack with a POP or load multiple
(LDMIA) instruction, or from branch statements handled by unconditional direct jump;
3. the application of multiple instructions set inside the same binary file: principally,
the instruction can belong to the proper ARM set, with 32-bit instructions, or the
Thumb set, in which most of the instructions are encoded on 16 bits, with few others
on 32 bits.
All these factors form the basis on which each stage of the script has been developed.
Thus, the central aspect to focus on is overcoming the static analysis limitation due to the
call graph’s partial recovery by reconstructing all possible PC-based instruction targets.
The tool implementation outlines 5 stages:
1. Parsing: it examines the file containing the disassembly instructions of all the functions employed in the source code by translating it into an assembly file;
2. Extraction: it outlines the general program stream exploring all the performed
function calls and retrieves the CFG of those functions that include indirect edges;
3. Reconstruction: it is responsible for determining the storing locations where indirect branch operands transited (registers, memory), tracing their history, and therefore collecting the instructions that contributed to the value;
4. Recognition: it identifies the edges and classifies them based on specifications;
5. Instrumentation: it applies the instrumentation statements based on the discovered edge typologies.

Figure 5.1: Stages of strategy implementation.
The script activity enjoys the support of the external module r2pipe [52], that handles
the communication with the reverse-engineering framework Radare2 (r2) through pipes.
As mentioned on the Radare2 Github repo [53]:
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Radare project started as a forensics tool, a scriptable command-line hexadecimal
editor able to open disk files, but later added support for analyzing binaries,
disassembling code, debugging programs, attaching to remote gdb servers...
During the research, the tool has been widely used both through the Cutter 1 version,
offering a graphical interface, and r2pipe 2 for interaction in “quiet mode” directly in the
developed script. The offered API receives as a parameter a string executed as a command
on the r2 console and returns as result strings with information about binary analysis.
The application requires the installation of Radare2 on the system on which the Python
code runs.
Moreover, the script has 2 launch modes. Both of them perform the entire procedure,
receiving as parameter the <disassembly_listing> and the <file_elf>, but the second
one allows to produce a statistic file with the addition of the "-report" flag. The generated
report.txt file includes details about examined files, such as the list of direct function
calls, secure jumps, insecure jumps and their resolution and protection schema applied
during the instrumentation process. More attention will be given to the various steps’
internal structure in the coming Sections, explaining the methodologies and data structures
used.

5.2

Code Analysis

The code structure let to better understand strategies and methods adopted in each stage.
The practical workflow organisation involves the use of three classes: Cfi, BasicBlock and
Protection. The first one, Cfi, is the main class and handles the cooperation with the
others. It contains data structures necessary to store:
• the disassembly code of the file received as input, in a dictionary that has the hexadecimal address as key and the corresponding instruction as value;
• the association between the direct jump, identified by a hardcoded label (dictionary
value), and the analogous position in the generated file, recognised by a unique row
(dictionary key);
• the functions traversed starting from the program entry point thought the manifest
direct edges;
• the ISRs routines inside the disassembly file;
• the info about basic blocks recovered by CFG reconstruction, in a dictionary that has
the BB ID as key and the BasicBlock object as value;
• details on insecure edges, such as the address, function name which belongs to, register
involved;
1

Cutter, the graphical user interface for Radare2, https://cutter.re/

2

r2pipe, module to script Radare2
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• the specifications required for the instrumentation process.
Moreover, the Cfi class manages cooperation with the r2pipe module. When the main
creates the Cfi’s instance, the constructor tries to establish the connection to the pipe using
the ELF filename, related to the disassembly input file, as a parameter of the statement
r2pipe.open(ELF_filename). Once completed, the session is created and saved as a class
attribute called anywhere in the code. Before the script terminates the execution, Cfi
closes the connection with the complementary operation r2.quit().
The BasicBlock class is defined as a container of helpful information to reconstruct a
register’s history as an operand of an indirect jump. The essential BB elements are:
• a unique ID, correlated to the line number where the BB is located in the assembly
file;
• the name of the function the BB belongs to;
• the list of the incoming edges;
• the list of the outgoing edges;
• the instructions included in the BB;
• a boolean value to mark as “visited” the BB when traversing it, and as “not visited”
when the search ends. It is helpful to avoid infinite loops during the origin tree
reconstruction.
Other class attributes keep track of the history of the register involved in the jump and
processed by internal methods to derive the final destinations.
The last one is the Protection class, whose attributes are the JSON array received
from the Cfi class and an option attribute that manages a switch case to select the type
of edge for the instrumentation process.
The UML diagram summarizing the class scheme of the tool is in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: UML class diagram.
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5.2.1

Parsing

The code instrumentation consists of the inclusion of specific statements corresponding
to the critic control-flow transfer instructions. The re-writing binary operation starts
from parsing its disassembly listing (".list" file format), which contains the complete
disassembly of the section ".text" of the firmware. Besides providing readable details
about the binary code, this file also contains the disassembly of common library functions
used, as the linking is of course static. Thus, it is possible to investigate them and protect
against possible attacks derived from memory-corruption vulnerabilities.
Each line of the disassembly file holds 3 parameters: from left to right, it reports the
hexadecimal address, the machine language instruction at that location and finally, the
mnemonic of the instruction (some lines also have a comment as fourth value, generated
automatically). At this stage, the script reads the code listing and converts it into an
assembly file. This step is crucial, as it is more challenging to apply the instrumentation
process in the disassembly file: in fact, each instruction insertion would imply the inclusion
of the hexadecimal address that must be calculated consistently, respecting both the alignment and the width of the instruction. To avoid further complications, it works directly
on the assembly file.
The translation step processes each row to extract only the assembly instruction via suitable regular expression (regex3 ). Moreover, the associated hexadecimal address is stored
as a unique key in a dictionary not to lose the connection to these pieces of information
and facilitate its use with direct access.
The regex construction considers instructions on 16 bits and 32 bits inside the same
file. Specifically, regex applied differs for the match with:
• name of the function;
• branch instruction;
• instruction ending with a comment;
• statement on 16 bits or 32 bits.
In most cases, the single goal is to isolate the address and the instruction, while in the
presence of branch instruction, it is also necessary to resolve linked hexadecimal address
thought explicit label generation. All of these operations lead to the creation of assembly
file "out.s", whose text results transformed as in the following examples (Figure 5.3):
3

Regular Expression 101, website used to create and test regex, https://regex101.com/
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080801d4 <frame_dummy>:
80801d4: b508
push {r3, lr}
80801d6: 4b03
ldr r3, [pc, #12] ; (80801e4 <frame_dummy+0x10>)
80801d8: b11b
cbz r3, 80801e2 <frame_dummy+0xe>
80801da: 4903
ldr r1, [pc, #12] ; (80801e8 <frame_dummy+0x14>)
80801dc: 4803
ldr r0, [pc, #12] ; (80801ec <frame_dummy+0x18>)
80801de: f3af 8000 nop.w
80801e2: bd08
pop {r3, pc}
80801e4: 00000000 .word 0x00000000
80801e8: 2000ca90 .word 0x2000ca90
80801ec: 0808b714 .word 0x0808b714
(a) Disassembly code fragment.

frame_dummy:
push {r3, lr}
ldr r3, [pc, #12] ; (80801e4 <frame_dummy+0x10>)
cbz r3,lab0_frame_dummy
ldr r1, [pc, #12] ; (80801e8 <frame_dummy+0x14>)
ldr r0, [pc, #12] ; (80801ec <frame_dummy+0x18>)
nop.w
lab0_frame_dummy: pop {r3, pc}
.word 0x00000000
.word 0x2000ca90
.word 0x0808b714
(b) Assembly code fragment.

Figure 5.3: Code listing conversion.

5.2.2

Extraction

The extraction stage represents the core of the script, together with the reconstruction one.
The aim is to track the observed firmware’s general flow starting from the entry point and
traversing the so-called Global Call Graph (GCG). The result is a graph that has (i) the
entry function as root, identified by the entry point address, (ii) the direct call functions as
internal nodes and (iii) the routines that end the execution passing the control to the caller
as leaves. The term “direct calls" only refers to the BL label type instructions, as, after
performing the routine to which jump, they must return the control to the next instruction
after the executed branch statements. Direct calls detected by the unconditional jump are
considered safe because they never return to the caller.
The same procedure is valid for ISRs routines, with the difference that it is not possible
to establish the exact point in which they will be called. The graphic representation of the
GCG is exported in ".png" format if it is chosen to launch the script in report mode.
The GCG extraction allows reducing the number of functions to only parse those that
are performed. A recursive algorithm cross over each routine directly called from the entry
point. This step finds the indirect branch instructions and direct calls to other functions
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that constitute the subsequent internal nodes of the graph. The search continues recurring
on the newly-found nodes, until it reaches a function that does not include direct calls.
This last one represents a leaf of the graph, and generally ends with a BX LR instruction,
to return the control to the caller, or ends with an unconditional jump, as shown in Figure
5.4.

Figure 5.4: Global call graph representation.
In compliance with the ARM Architecture Procedure Call Standard (AAPCS) [54], functions can be performed by direct calls with BL instructions or indirect calls with BLX instructions. The BL instruction forces the execution of a routine specified by a label, copying
its address in PC and storing into LR the return address, which is equal to the next instruction in sequence. In the easier case, it passes the control to the called function, performs
the instructions and returns to the caller with BX LR statements. It is possible to state
that BX LR is a secure edge if LR is not modified from the branch to the moment in which
the return address is restored. If LR suffers alteration, it could be tampered with to hijack
the flow anywhere, so it needs protection.
Not all the function calls follow this schema. In other cases, the return address is pushed
onto the stack before branching. If the function requires more than three parameters to
work, the first subroutine instruction will be PUSH or STMDB instructions, involving of a
variable number of registers (R4-R9, R10, R11) and the return address contained in LR.
Before passing to the callee, it restores the register values and writes return address in the
PC.
The BLX instruction defines a forward indirect edge to an address stored in a register
and whose target destination cannot be determined with static analysis. The program
flow can be altered if the register is formed on values from the memory section at risk
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of corruption. In general, the adversary exploits the instructions with PC as the final
destination by updating the address with a constant value, received input or data coming
from memory to hijack the execution to unpredictable locations. It is necessary to recover
the “origin tree” of the register involved in the indirect edge to determine all the reachable
targets.
Once found all the indirect jumps, the tool proceeds with the CFG generation, only
for the functions that include the branch, in such a way to provide with helpful data
structure the algorithm responsible for tracking history and limit the operation only to
passed function. The recovery operation identifies the BB chain that forms the function,
saving for each BB (i) a unique ID, (ii) the list of incoming and outgoing edge and (iii) the
instructions. All of these connection between BBs determine the CFG for each function
(Figure 5.5).
The general idea is to extract CFG “on-demand”, so the tool does not create it for
all functions in the file, but only for those that must be processed for the production of
the origin tree. Thus, it begins to trace the history, parsing the function’s instruction
containing the insecure edge, and “demand” the CFG for the caller function only if the
end condition is not reached. In this way, it avoids instantiating BB objects that will never
be passed as not involved in the origin tree.
Consequently, the current step and the reconstruction one are strictly dependent, which
increases the algorithm complexity. However, the adopted strategy is more convenient than
performing the extraction for all the functions related to memory occupation and execution
times.

Figure 5.5: Chain of BBs obtained from CFG’s reconstruction.
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5.2.3

Reconstruction

The reconstruction of the origin tree follows the theory illustrated in the previous Chapter.
First, the script analyzes the indirect jump instruction to locate the register whose content
is of interest. It traces back its history until it reaches all the locations of memory or constants that make up the result. If the resulting address is constructed from a code memory
address, it is not considered insecure, since the code memory is assumed as incorruptible,
while if the final address belongs to the data section, it is considered potentially insecure
and it needs protection. The main branch typologies found in firmware disassembly are:
• BLX Rm;
• BX LR (if LR is involved in others operation before return to its caller);
• TBB[PC, Rm] or TBH[PC, Rm];
• LDR.W PC,[Rn, Rm, LSL #imm];
The last two instructions usually translate the switch-case statements. In TBB or TBH,
it copies directly to PC the value of the register and can get all the destinations through
R2, as they are all as the outcoming edge of the BB that contains the only TBB statement.
While in the case of LDR, the value of PC is formed by Rn’s address pointing to a table to
which is added Rm, representing the offset. Then it needs to find the values of these two
registers to reconstruct the value of PC. The alternative is to recover only the value of Rn,
which is the starting address of the table and identifies all those contained in it as possible
values. This choice is made because the offset Rm, LSL #imm indicates that the function
is within a loop, and as Rm changes, it is possible to have access to several addresses in the
table, if not all.
In other cases, the tracking process depends on the complexity of the code. The task
is executed by a recursive algorithm that starts from the jump instruction and goes back
to the previous BBs checking the incoming edges, looking for the first instruction that
uses that register to save the result. The crossed blocks are marked as visited until the
exploration ends, to avoid infinite loops during the process. The instruction is saved in a
list that is defined as an attribute of class BB. Before proceeding, it updates the register
to be searched using an operand to produce the current instruction result.
The analysis studies the different ARM instructions encountered, from arithmetic to
logical operations, move, load and store operations. If the jump depends on a register
whose value is loaded from the stack via Stack Pointer (SP), the tool must keep track of
all the operations in which SP is involved, i.e., PUSH-like and POP-like instructions, to know
the location to which SP points and recover its contents. In that case, the register to look
at is the one pointed by SP, and the reconstruction operations consider how it is increased
or decremented according to the PUSH/POP encountered.
The search continues within the current BB until all instructions have been read and
then resumes its path to the previous BB. The access happens directly considering that the
current BB’s incoming edge coincides with the previous BB’s ID. Once the BB is changed,
the same considerations are repeated with every recursive call until the termination condition is reached, generally expressed by LDR Rm, [PC, #imm]. This format is used to load
in Rm a constant value stored in the .text section, whose position is relative to the current
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PC. Therefore, it is the starting point for recover the final register value to which jump by
following the flow of found history instructions.
If the termination condition is not found in the BB of the function that contains the
jump, as mentioned before, it is necessary to generate the CFG of the caller function. Then,
it resumes the search from the jump instruction and follows the path defined backwards.
For simplicity, we have defined a limit of requests of the CFG to a maximum of 2, after
which the script raises the alarm. Otherwise, it becomes too complicated to reconstruct
history. In general, the source tree’s complexity is closely related to the complexity of the
firmware code written by the programmer. The extraction and reconstruction procedure is
summarized in Figure 5.6.
Thus, the tool processes the history in reverse order. The BB method reads every statement in the history list, isolates operands, and “emulates” the ARM statement, saving the
final record at the registry used to contain the result. If there are LDR or STR instructions,
the method interacts with a copy of the data map to recover the indicated location or store
the value that could be accessed later.
If the termination condition points to a code memory address, it is unnecessary to
continue to process the other instruction because it brings a secure position in the code.
While if it leads to a data memory address, the script must recover all the achievable
destinations.

5.2.4

Recognition

After identifying all the target destinations, it is necessary to classify each edge depending
on defined typologies. The mechanism follows the GCG as initially, but this time the flow
contains additional information recovered from indirect jump resolution. For each critical
edge encountered, the tool creates a JSON element that includes, as fields, edge type, label,
the position of the source instruction and the related target instruction of the branch.

5.2.5

Instrumentation

The last step is the instrumentation process applied to assembly statements obtained in the
first stage. The additional instructions are inserted by parsing the JSON array previously
created. The “type” value constitute a filter for choosing the appropriate instrumentation
code based on edge classification, as shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 5.6: Flowchart of Extraction and Reconstruction procedure.
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Experimental Results
The present Chapter offer some results extracted from the performance analysis of the
Python tool. The division in 5 stages of the entire procedure allows isolating and studying
each of these singularly to estimate the applied algorithm’s efficiency.
The Python tool Radon1 evaluates the code complexity by:
• Cyclomatic complexity: it corresponds to the number of decision blocks that determine
the number of linearly independent paths and assigns a rank from A simple block to
F very complex block;
• Raw metrics: it gives details about the total number of lines of code (LOC) and logic
lines of code (LLOC);
Table 6.1 collects the main value of these metrics for each class to have a general
overview. The main class Cfi has greater average complexity than the other two. Rank
C, which means “slightly complex blocks”, is attributed to the fact that more complex
methods can be found there. In particular, the dependence is more significant in those
dealing with the CFG’s extraction and the reconstruction of the jump origin tree. The
presence of numerous decision blocks used to find the proper instruction processed, derive
the register on which to make the next recursive call, and verify the termination condition,
dramatically increases the method’s complexity, but is unavoidable for collecting the right
instructions.
Class

N. Blocks

LOC

LLOC

Avg. Complexity

Cfi

17

1047

920

C

BasicBlock

27

433

401

A

Protection

9

150

64

A

Table 6.1: Code analysis.

1

Radon’s documentation, https://radon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Besides, the reconstruction phase is closely linked to the extraction phase of CFG. The
method examines all the instructions included in its path, going back until it reaches the
root. In the best case, the termination condition is within the function. Therefore, the set
of instructions and the process of reconstruction of the final value can be obtained quickly.
In the worst case, it will demand the extraction of the caller’s CFG, and it will have to
repeat the whole procedure.
All this strongly depends on the firmware code structure and how the calls to the
other functions are defined in the firmware source code. If the code is linear enough, the
disassembly will hardly contain indirect jump instructions to be solved. For example, if in
the main() function, the programmer handles calls to other functions within a switch-case
statement, this will be automatically translated through an indirect jump instruction access
to the jump table.
Another costly operation in terms of execution times (but not complex at the code
structure level) is the parsing step. At this stage, the script must read all the file lines,
filter the data, and rewrite it into another file. The use of appropriate regex simplifies
finding instructions in each row, but the resolution of addresses through labels at the jumps
adds additional costs. The execution time of the stage, in general, undoubtedly depends
on the number of lines to process.
The other classes, BasicBlock and Protection, are instead composed of effortless
methods concerning the activities they perform. For example, the instrumentation process
reads the information obtained from the previous step and inserts the correct instructions
based on the jumps’ classification by making direct access to the position where it goes to
perform the writing operation.
The script validity has been demonstrated by testing different benchmarks and comparing the obtained results (Table 6). These benchmarks have been chosen from the MiBench
online library 2 , which provides common benchmarking programs to test embedded systems’ performance. The Table reports the number of instructions composing the binary
of the firmware after compilation and with no protection, the execution times of each of
the tool steps (in seconds), the number of direct calls and of insecure edges found, and the
final number of machine instruction after the application of the protection.
2

http://vhosts.eecs.umich.edu/mibench//
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Benchmark

Instr. (no prot.)

Parsing (s)

Direct Call

Extraction (s)

Insec. Edge

BITCOUNT
DIJKSTRA
SHA
RIJNDAEL
CRC
STRING

20554
20529
13663
25685
20320
12960

9.0035167
8.3118812
7.6490014
9.7907316
8.3461010
7.2736033

177
186
127
197
178
127

6.1345312
7.2268513
4.6812931
13.937783
6.3364535
4.4640792

11
11
14
11
10
14

Benchmark

Reconstruction (s)

Recognition (s)

Instrumentation (s)

Instr. (prot.)

BITCOUNT
DIJKSTRA
SHA
RIJNDAEL
CRC
STRING

2.0416360
1.9285040
1.5535502
2.4204537
1.8562357
1.5635721

0.9700785
0.9283237
0.2436774
1.0149302
0.8226949
0.1432315

0.1179562
0.0988015
0.1224835
0.1239938
0.0969530
0.0667889

21366
21327
13959
26494
21042
13217

Table 6.2: Experimental results.
Benchmark’s instrumentation process was lanched 100 times for each program to derive
more accurate average values. Note that, for instance, the parsing phase’s execution time
grows linearly with the number of input file instructions, as well as the increase of direct
calls also raises the extraction time mostly related to the determination of GCG, obtained
through a recursive algorithm. This trend relies on the number of functions created and
used by the programmer, plus the library functions invoked. Instead, recognition and
instrumentation operations are among the simplest in code structure, and execution times
are almost negligible compared to those at other stages.
The Python library memory_profiler3 allows obtaining further analysis by monitoring
the process line by line and outlines how the various methods’ memory profile varies. The
result is shown in a plot to highlight the points where there is greater use of memory.
For simplicity, the profile examined is an extract of the overall result (Figure 6.1), as they
are the operations to require more memory. The initial curve grows in correspondence
with the increase of the extracted instructions from the disassembly and memorized in
the dictionary; then, it has an almost constant track during the analysis of the GCG, and
the BB’s extraction of the functions contain the indirect jumps. The peaks, instead, are
in correspondence with the examination of the BB and the paths’ reconstruction. The
part repeated after the dotted line is related to the request of extraction of the CFG of
the calling function and its reconstruction, which, as we see, has the same trend as the
previous phase.

3

Memory Profiler Github page, https://github.com/pythonprofilers/memory_profiler
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Figure 6.1: Plot of memory profiler.
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Conclusions and future works
This thesis aims to provide an automatic Python tool capable of extracting the CFG for
those functions containing control-flow transfer instruction and instrumenting the program’s binary code to safeguard its activity from memory corruption vulnerabilities. The
paper “A FPGA-based Control-Flow Integrity Solution for Securing Bare-Metal Embedded Systems” [24], published by Prof. Paolo Prinetto and his PhD team at Politecnico
di Torino, constitute the starting point of the script development. The research focuses
on realising part of the offline phase of a hybrid CFI technique for protecting embedded
system, which merges static binary instrumentation with the realisation of a CFI monitor
summarised in FPGA.
The objective of the implemented tool is not only to extract the manifest CFG from the
firmware, but to enrich it with the missing information, derived from static binary analysis,
to identify the target of all reachable jumps, even indirect ones, and protect the program
context during the ISRs. The protection mechanism is implemented at the binary level
for ARM-based architecture and so suitable for the vast majority of IoT devices on the
market.
Starting from the disassembly code analysis, the tool reconstructs the CFG for those
function that contains insecure control-flow transfers, i.e., those whose final location depends on a value that has even partially transited through areas of memory at risk of
corruption. Compared with others’ solution, the developed script offers a strategy for
finding the indirect edges’ target. Implementing a recursive algorithm allows tracing the
origin path of the involved register to estimate all the valid destination target addresses.
According to edge classification, once source-destination pairs have been identified, the enforcement proceeds with the instruction-level instrumentation on assembly representation.
The study proves that it is always possible to reconstruct the origin tree of a jump to
identify the memory locations that make up the destination address. The results extracted
from the Python tool performance analysis show that the average complexity is mainly
related to the fact that there are methods more elaborated than others. While some
of these are composed of effortless methods concerning their activities, like recognition
and instrumentation phases, others functions are strictly conditioned by other methods’
activity. In particular, the dependence is more significant in those dealing with the CFG’s
extraction and the reconstruction of the jump’s origin tree. So, execution time and memory
consumption rely on the depth of the origin tree. If the register’s history involved in a
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branch is related to few instructions, the final target destination can be obtained quickly.
Otherwise, it requires a further CFG extraction to achieve the desired outcome.
Thus, the realisation of the entire procedure, the execution time, and the memory use
strongly depend on the complexity of the programmer’s code, the library functions used
and how the disassembly code translates the program instructions. The use of Python
allows building a robust, flexible and portable application. Besides, it offers the ability
to take advantage of external modules, such as r2pipe, to interact with the Radare2
reverse-Engineering framework and analyse the firmware binary in simple steps. The main
disadvantage is that Python uses large amounts of memory for application implementation,
but it is a good trade-off compared to other programming languages’ performance.
The tool is tested on different benchmarks with positive results, but improvements
are expected in the future. First, it is worth to optimise the most complex methods to
improve performance for the running time and the memory used. Moreover, the process
that operates on the origin tree data must be extended to all possible ARM instructions,
as the tool now identifies just a reduced set composed by the most common instructions
and emulates the operation to find the final result. For example, the set should include all
the logic operation and all the arithmetical ones that work with flags, even if this kind of
statements are hardly ever involved in the branch origin tree.
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